2020 GO-TOBER
BY THE NUMBERS

27 COMPANIES were challenged to stay out of the driver’s seat during the month of October—telework, bike, walk, rail, bus, carpool, or vanpool. Here’s the impact they had:

17,116 SMART TRIPS LOGGED

645 PARTICIPANTS

76.5 TONS OF CO₂ SAVED

WHICH MEANT 5,696 FEWER CARS ON THE ROAD

5,696 TELEWORK DAYS LOGGED

995,534 CALORIES BURNED

$105,004 SAVED IN COMMUTING COSTS

FOR THE SAME AMOUNT, YOU COULD RENT AN ISLAND IN BELIZE FOR 1 YEAR!

76.5 TONS OF CO₂ SAVED

TO REMOVE THAT MUCH CARBON NATURALLY WOULD REQUIRE 3,187 TREES

3,187 TREES

995,534 CALORIES BURNED

THAT’S EQUIVALENT TO THE CALORIES AN NFL PLAYER BURNS IN 565 GAMES

2020 GO-TOBER
BY THE NUMBERS

THANK YOU, 2020 GO-GETTERS!
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Find out how you can help decrease traffic congestion at WayToGo.org.